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HARMONIC ANALYSIS ON VECTOR BUNDLES

OVER Sp(l,n)/Sp(l) x Sp(rt)

by G. van Dijk and A. Pasquale

Abstract. Harmonic analysis on vector bundles over Sp(l, n)j Sp(l) x Sp(n)
associated with a finite dimensional representation r of Sp(l) is developed using
Godement's approach of trace spherical functions. The trace spherical trace functions
are written in terms of Jacobi functions, and among them the positive definite ones are

singled out. An inversion formula for the generalized Abel transform is given explicitly.
The Paley-Wiener theorem, the inversion formula and the Plancherel theorem for the

r -spherical transform are determined.

Introduction

Harmonic analysis over Riemannian symmetric spaces of noncompact type
is a fundamental and powerful area of mathematics that exhibits a beautiful
interplay between the theory of special functions and the representation theory
of semisimple Lie groups. Grown around the monumental work of Harish-
Chandra, it has nowadays reached a nearly complete formulation, but, in
its development, it has also laid the foundations of its natural extension:
harmonic analysis on vector bundles over Riemannian symmetric spaces of
noncompact type. Motivated also by many physical applications, this new
subject is currently studied very intensively (cf. for instance [BR], [O], [Shi],
[Cam], [P], [vdV], [M], [Dei], [BOS]), but a general theory has not yet been
formulated.

In this paper we present a complete treatment of harmonic analysis for the
spherical transform on a certain class of vector bundles over the hyperbolic
space Sp(l, w)/Sp(l) x Sp(n). Set G Sp(l,n) and K Sp(l) x Sp(n). The
class of vector bundles we consider are those associated with finite-dimensional
irreducible representations t of K which are trivial on Sp(n), so actually finite
dimensional representations of Sp(l) Ss? SU(2). This setting is sufficiently
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general to exhibit the new features of the theory, namely representations r
of arbitrary dimensions and the possible occurrence of the discrete series in
the Plancherel formula. But, at the same time, it is also very concrete and

therefore allows us to determine very explicit formulas, which make this paper
also a ready-to-use reference for applications of harmonic analysis. In fact, this

work is a prelude to the canonical representations of Sp(l, w) associated with
representations of Sp(l) (cf. [DP]). In a special case, these representations have

been studied by van Dijk and Hille [DH], but the introduction of canonical

representations goes back to Berezin and to Gel'fand, Graev and Vershik. The
main task is their decomposition into irreducible components, and, for this

purpose, one needs the harmonic analysis we have developed in this paper.
The methods we employ take their roots in the work of Harish-Chandra

and Godement, but their particular application we consider appears to be new.
We have tried to keep a down-to-earth exposition in order to make the deep

work of these authors accessible to a large mathematical audience. We have

adopted Godement's prospective of trace spherical functions, but other points
of view are possible (see [Dij]). Partial results have been previously obtained

by Takahashi (but neither the Plancherel formula, nor the list of the positive
definite spherical functions) and by 0rsted and Zhang (only - incomplete -
results on the Plancherel formula). The Plancherel formula has been recently
determined by Camporesi [Cam] in a much wider context than ours. His
formula is however of very little use for practical purposes, and it does not

even transparently show the possible splitting of the spectrum into continuous
and discrete parts. Moreover, it has required the full Plancherel theorem on G,
a tool by far more complicated than those employed for the known Plancherel

theorem for the K-bi-invariant functions.

Let us now describe in more detail the background of the paper.
In [Go], Godement developed a general theory for the functions on a locally

compact group G which are spherical with respect to a compact subgroup K.
In his definition, the spherical functions on G arise from K-finite irreducible
Banach representations of G. Let g i—» T(g) be such a representation of G on

H. Suppose t is an equivalence class of irreducible unitary representations of
K that occurs in the restriction T\K of T to K. Let dr and %T respectively
denote the dimension and the character of r. Set £T(k) dTXr(k~l) for
k e K, and form the projection E(r) T\K(t~T) of H onto the -isotypic
subspace of 7~L of type r. Then the spherical trace function of type r
(shortly, r-spherical function) on G associated with T is defined as the trace

Crj(9)T tr [E.dr
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ÇTj is said to be of height p when r occurs p times (p > 1) in T\K-

Suppose, as in our situation, that G is a semisimple Lie group. Then the

7--spherical functions of height 1 have much more manageable descriptions,

either as common eigenfunctions of the left-invariant differential operators on

G which are Ad(T^)-invariant, or as characters of the convolution algebra

D(G;Xr) of all C°° compactly supported ^-central functions on G with

fixed K-type r. Moreover, as proved by Godement, all r-spherical functions

are of height 1 when D(G;Xr) is commutative. In this case, the r-
spherical functions are the building blocks for the harmonic analysis on L2-

sections of the homogeneous vector bundle on G/K associated with r. For

example, the algebra D(G;Xt) is always commutative when G has finite

center, K is maximally compact in G and r is the trivial representation 1.

Then the spherical functions of type 1 agree with the usual iGbi-invariant

spherical functions on G. A less classical example of commutativity of

D(G;Xr) is provided by Hermitian symmetric pairs (G, K) and 1-dimensional

representations of K (cf. [Shi]).

Takahashi recognized in [T2] that if G Sp(l, w) and K Sp(l) x Sp(n),

then the algebra D(G; Xr) is commutative for every irreducible representation

T of K which is trivial on Sp in). He also explicitly computed some characters

of D(G;Xr) (and it turns out that they are all in terms of Jacobi functions.

The case n= 1 has been previously studied by the same author in [Tl].

Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we recall some structural

properties of Sp(l,n). Section 2 describes the commutativity of the algebra

£>(G;Xt) associated with a representation r of K which is trivial on Spin).
Section 3 introduces the r-spherical functions as characters of D(G;Xr) and

gives their first properties. In Section 4 we find the differential equations
satisfied by the spherical functions. This either provides us with their explicit
expression in terms of Jacobi functions, or allows us to conclude that they

are indeed all the spherical functions for Sp(l ,ri) associated with the given
representation of Sp(l) C K.

In Section 5 we write the spherical functions of type r as the trace
of the projection on the 7^-type r of certain degenerate principal series

representations of Sp(l,ft) which have been studied by Howe and Tan [HT].
From this we can establish which among our spherical functions are positive
definite. We underline the occurrence of a rather peculiar phenomenon : for a

fixed representation r, there are positive definite spherical functions arising
from the complementary series of Sp(l,n) if and only if there are no positive
definite spherical functions arising from the discrete series.
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In Section 6 we prove that the r-Abel transform is an isomorphism of
£>(G; Xr) onto the convolution algebra D+(R) of the even C°° compactly
supported functions on R. The inversion formula is explicitly written.
The Paley-Wiener Theorem for the r -spherical transform is an immediate

consequence. The final Section 7 contains the inversion formula and the

Plancherel Theorem for the r-spherical transform.

Similar results for SU(n, 1) have been obtained as a specialization of the

Hermitian symmetric case by Shimeno [Shi] and Heckman [HS, Part 1].

Acknowledgment. During the preparation of this paper, the second

author has been financially supported by the Dutch Organization for Scientific
Research (N.W.O.).

1. The fine structure of Sp(l,n)

Let H be the skew-field of the quaternions. Consider on the right H-vector

space Hn+1 the Hermitian form

(1.1) I]x,y] yo*o - yi*i %xn

the bar sign denoting quaternionic conjugation: if 1, ij,k are the quaternionic
units and q a + ib + j c + kd G H (with a,b,c,d G R), then q
a — ib—jc — kd. Let G Sp(l,n) be the group U(l,n;H) of (n + 1) x (n+ 1)

matrices with coefficients in H which preserve this form. For n 1, G
is called the De Sitter group. Let Sp(ra) indicate the group U(m;H) of
m x m matrices with coefficients in H which preserve the inner product
(x, y) y\X\ + - • '+ymXm of Hm. In particular, Sp(l) consists of the quaternions

q cL-\-i b+j c + k d with norm \q\ va2 -j- b2 + c2 + d2 equal to 1. Sp(l)
is canonically isomorphic to SU(2). The group G acts on the projective space

Fn(H). Let Q denote the image of the open set {x G Hn+1 : [x,x] > 0} under

the canonical map H"+1 \ {0} —> Pn(H). Then G acts transitively on Q, and

the stabilizer of the quaternionic line generated by the vector (1,0,... ,0) is

the group

K
u 0

0 U
: u G Sp(l), U G Sp(n) 1> Sp(l) x Sp(n).

The homogeneous space G/K is called the hyperbolic quaternionic space.

K is a maximally compact subgroup of G. G is connected and simply
connected.
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To study the fine structure of G, we consider its Lie algebra g sp{\,ri).
Let J be the (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix diag(-l, 1,..., 1). For any matrix X

of type (n + l,n + 1) with coefficients in H we set X* JX J, the symbol
f denoting transposition.

The Lie algebra g consists of the matrices X which verify the relation

X + X* 0.

These are the matrices of the form

Zi
Zo

Z2

Z3

with Zi and Z3 anti-Hermitian of type (1,1) and (n,ri), respectively, and Z2

arbitrary. Let 9 be the anti-involutive automorphism of g defined by

ex jxj
Then 9 is a Cartan involution with the usual decomposition g ï + p. Here

Ï is the Lie algebra of K. Let L be the following element of g :

L

Then L G p and a RL is a maximal Abelian subspace of p. We are going
to diagonalize adL. The centralizer of L in Ï is the subalgebra m of g of
the matrices

u 0 0

OVO
0 0 u

with u G H, u + ü 0 and V a matrix of type (n — 1, n — 1) satisfying
L + V =0. The non-zero eigenvalues of adL are am 19 -a, ±2a. The

space ga consists of the matrices

X
0 z* 0

z 0 —z

0 z* 0

where z is a matrix of type (n — 1,1) with coefficients in H, and z* := zL
The real dimension of ga is ma 4(n - 1). The space g2a consists of the
matrices of the form

w 0 —w

X= 0 0 0

w 0 —w
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with W G H, w + w 0. The dimension of $2a is equal to rri2a 3. We

have g 0_2a + 0-a + tri + a + ga + 02a •

Let A be the subgroup exp a. This is the subgroup of the matrices
" cosh t 0 sinh t

~

at 0 I 0

sinh t 0 cosh t
_

where t is a real number. The centralizer of A in K is the subgroup M of
the matrices

u 0 0

m(u, V) 0 L 0

0 0 u
_

with u G Sp(l) and V G Sp(n— 1). The Lie algebra of M is m. The subspace

ft 0a + 02a is a (real) nilpotent subalgebra. Set N expn. This is the

subgroup of the matrices

"1 +W-j[z,z\ Z* -w+\\z,z\
n(w,z) z I -z

tu —|[z,z] z* 1 —w + \[z,z]_

where w G H satisfies w + w 0 and z [zi,. •. ,zn-\f is a matrix
of type (n — 1,1) with coefficients in H. We have set z* z! and

[z, z] Z\Z\ • Zn— iZn— 1 •

The composition law in N is the following:

n(w, z) • n(w\ z) n(w + w' + Afz, z'], z + z),
where ^sq \= for q G H. The subgroups A and M normalize N :

atn(w, z)cL-t - n(e2tw, elz)

m(w, V)n(u;, z)m(w, L)_1 n(uwü, Lzfi).

Let 2p be the trace of the restriction of adL to ri :

(1.2)

We have the Iwasawa decomposition G ÄAAf Ä7VA and the

corresponding integral formulas :

+00

(1.3) Jf(g)dg J J Jf(katn)e2pt dkdtdn

G K —00 N

+00

(1.4) —JJ J f(knat) dkdndt

K N -00

P ^(rna + 2m2a) 2n + I
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for / G Cc(G). We adopt the usual notation Cc(G) for the space of continuous

functions on G with compact support. In the above formulas, dn — dw dz

(n n(w,z)) and dk is the normalized Haar measure on K.

Let
1 0

K i
u 0

0 I
: u G Sp(l) *2 0 u

: G G SpO)

Then every g G G can be written as g kxk2atk!2 for uniquely determined

&i G TCi, f > 0 and for some k2, k'2 G K2. Writing g [<7#J"J=0 > we have

%
(1.5) k\

lf?0(
and coshf=|#0(

If ^ ^ jK", then I > 0 and k2,k2 are uniquely determined modulo the subgroup

1 0 0'
{ OVO

0 0 1

: VG Sp(n - 1)} •

After dg is normalized according to (1.3), the corresponding integral formula

is
oo

(1.6) Jf(g) dg — ^
TX2n) JJJ

Ki K2 o K2

where

(1.7) A(t) := 22p(sinh t)4n
1

(cosh t)3

2. The convolution algebra D(G; xi)

Let N/2 be the set of nonnegative half-integers (0,1/2,1, 3/2,... }. Since

K\ Sp(l) is isomorphic to SU(2), N/2 parametrizes the set of equivalence
classes of unitary irreducible representations of K\. We denote with the same

symbol 77 either the equivalence class corresponding to the parameter I or
a fixed representative for it. Thus 77 is a unitary irreducible representation
of Kx in a Hilbert space V/ of dimension di 21 + 1. We extend 77 to

a representation of K by setting 77 1 on K2. Each 77 is self-dual, i.e.

unitarily equivalent to its contragredient representation. It follows in particular
that the character xi trT7 °f ri satisfies X/(^_1) — X/W* k e K.

We denote by T)(G; 77) the convolution algebra of the compactly supported
C°° maps F: G —» End(V/) satisfying
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(2.8) F{kxk') Ti(k)F{x)Ti{k!) (k, k' e K,x e G).

Let T)(G) be the convolution algebra of the C°° compactly supported complex
valued functions on G. Then T)(G; 77) is isomorphic to the subalgebra T)(G; xù
of D{G) consisting of the functions / G T)(G) satisfying

(2.9) f°=f
and

(2.10) / * dixi=f,where

(2.11) A*):= [f(kx
JK

The isomorphism is given by F i—> di trF (see e.g. [Dij], Theorem 1.1).

The commutativity of the algebra T)(G; xù can be deduced from the fact
that the restriction 771 m of 77 to M is multiplicity free (according to the general
criterion by Deitmar, cf. [Dei] Theorem 3, the commutativity of D(G; xù and

the multiplicity freeness of ti\m are in fact equivalent). An elementary direct

argument by Takahashi proves the commutativity of a convolution algebra
which is slightly bigger than D(G;x/)- Let Di(G) be the subalgebra of D(G)
consisting of the functions / G T>(G) satisfying

(2.12) f(k2kigk-lk'2) fig),
Clearly D(G;xù C (G). Moreover Di(G) ®/D(G;x/)- Showing that

(2.13) /GT1) =/(5) for all / £ CDi(G) and g £ G

one proves the following lemma.

2.1. LEMMA ([T2], Proposition 1). The algebra T)\(G) is commutative.

2.2. LEMMA (cf. [T2], Lemma 2). For every function f G T)(G;xù>

(2.14) f(g) =f(kiat)
di

if g k\ ^20^2 (k\ F K\ k2, k^ G K2 t G R).

Proof For F G D(G;t/), F(^) is a scalar multiple of the identity, since

it commutes with rfki) for all k\ G K\.

2.3. Remark. Formula (2.13) and Lemma 2.2 remain true for all

continuous functions / such that / =/°, / * d/X/ =/.
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3. The 77 -spherical functions

Let il(g) be the universal enveloping algebra of the complexification gc of

g sp(l, ri). The elements of 11(g) are considered as left-invariant differential

operators on G Sp(l,rc) acting on C°° functions on the right:

f(g-X) := G(<?expfX)
at

(f G C°°(G), X G g, g EG).
t=0

We adopt Harish-Chandra's notation f(g\D) for the image of / G C°°(G)
under the right action of D E 11(g). The set of K -invariant elements of 11(g)

is denoted by ll(g)Ar.

3.1. Theorem ([Go], Theorems 8, 10 and 14; [GaV], Theorems 1.3.14,
1.4.5 and Proposition 1.4.4). Let I E N/2 be fixed. Let be a complex-
valued continuous function on G satisfying (2.9), (2.10) and ((e) 1 (e is

the unit element of G). The following statements are mutually equivalent.

1. The mapping f JGf(g)((g)dg is an algebra homomorphism of
D(G\xi) int0 G.

2. satisfies the functional equation

(3-15) / C(kgik
1

g2) dk Ç(giX(g2)^{KyiK
1

'K

for all gug2E G.
3. is a common eigenfunction of the elements of il(g)^.

A function satisfying the equivalent conditions of Theorem 3.1 is called a

spherical function of type 77 (and height 1) or briefly a 77 -spherical function1).
Observe that Condition 3 implies in particular that every 77 -spherical

function is analytic on G because ll(g)^ contains an elliptic differential
operator.

Our definition of 77 -spherical function is formally less restrictive than Godement's,
which also requires C to be quasi-bounded with respect to some seminorm on G (cf. [Go]!
p. 519). It is possible to show (e.g. [GaV], Theorem 1.3.14) that each of the conditions for
given by Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to the existence of an irreducible Fréchet representation
(T, Tf) - with a d[ -dimensional ^-isotypic subspace !K(r/) of type 77 - for which

(*) C= y tr[E(ti)TE(ti)]
di

E{77) being the projection of TC onto TC(t/). (T, LC) can be chosen to be a Banach representationof G if and only if C is quasi-bounded with respect to some seminorm on G. In Section 5 wewill determine, for each 77 -spherical function £, an irreducible Hilbert representation (T, TC) for
which (*) holds. It follows, in particular, that the condition of quasi-boundedness is, in our case
automatically satisfied.
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For complex-valued functions f on G and F on R, we set

(geG)
(te R).

The Ti-Äbel transform of f e D(G;xi) *s the function Ajf on R defined

by

Its properties are summarized in the following proposition.

3.2. PROPOSITION. For all f e T>(G',xù> Ajf is a C°° function on R
with compact support. If f.f ,f2 G D(G;xi) and a\->a2 G C, then

Formula (3.17) is equivalent to the fact that Ajf is an even function.

Proof. Formulas (3.17)—(3.19) are immediately proven by passing to

D(G; 77). For the last statement, recall that f(g~l) f(g) for / G D(G; xi) • D

The following lemma relates our definition of Ai to the definition often

found in the literature (cf. e.g. [W2], p. 34).

3.3. LEMMA. For f erD(G\xi) one has

Proof. Let F G D(G;r/). Then JN F(atn) dn commutes with r(m)
(m G M) so with r(k\) (k\ G K\), hence is a scalar multiple of the identity.
The lemma follows by taking traces.

We now use the 77-Abel transform to construct 77 -spherical functions.

Because of Proposition 3.2, for any complex number s, the map

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

(Alf)* Ai(T),

Afafi + a-Jf) m axAf\ + a2Af2

Ai(f\ *f2) Aif\ * A]f2

(3.20)
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is an algebra homomorphism of T)(G;xù int0 C

Set

(3.21) ahs(ka,n)jXi(k)e~(s+p)t.

Since / / * dlXtand Xi(k') %,(*)for for every / G

OO

xs(f)1 JJJf(katn)xi(k)e(-s+p)<dkdtdn

K -oo N

/ f(g)ui,s(9) d9
JG

[ fig) [ ahs(kgk~l) dk dg
JG JK

(3.22) [f(g)QMd9
G

with

(3.23) Ci,s := / ahs(kgk~l) dk.
Jk

One easily checks that satisfies 0,/. Cz,s*^zXz — Co anc* C/,sO?) 1
•

Thus 0;, is a 77-spherical function. It will be shown in the next section that

any 77-spherical function is of the form (3.24).

By Remark 2.3, we have

(3.24) CoG?) TX/(^i)Cz>5(ûf) for 9 kik2atk'2
«Z

so is uniquely determined by its restriction to A.

4. The differential equation for the 77 -spherical functions

For a subalgebra u of g, let Uc denote the complex subalgebra of gc
generated by u. The universal enveloping algebra il(u) of Uc is considered

as a subalgebra of 11(g).

The representation 77 of K\ induces differentiated representations of the

Lie algebra of K\ and of the universal enveloping algebra il(£j) of (fi)c-
We indicate these representations with the same letter 77. Let l2 be the

Lie algebra of K2. Every element F G tc can t>e uniquely decomposed as
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Y 7(1) + Y{1) with Y® G (ïj)c, j 1,2. The symbol x/ will also be used

for the C-linear map on H(£) defined by

MYm):=tr[rK^1))---r/(yi1))]

for Yx,...,Ymetc.
The Iwasawa decomposition g ï -j- a + n gives 11(g) ll(£)ll(a)ll(n)

U(£) ® IX(a) ® il(g)nc- Let P: 11(g) —> U(£) ® 11(a) be the corresponding
projection. For s G C, let es be the C -linear map on il(a) defined by

es(Lm) := (-l)m(^ + p)m for every integer m > 0

Define p//: 11(g) —> C to be the composition pijS := °P, where

as before di dim 77.

4.1. PROPOSITION. Let £/,i Pe Pz£ function defined by Formula (3.23).
For every D G 11(g)* g G G

(4.25) 0 ,s(9\D)=PlAD)Çl,s(9)'

Proof. Because of Theorem 3.1, QiS is an eigenfunction of every
D G 11(g)*. The eigenvalue corresponding to D G 11(g)* is Qffe\D)
because QyS(e) 1. Since D is K-invariant, Q}S(e; D) a^s(e;D). Write
D Ysiym + ^jnJ yî ^ -L' 11(a) and n,- G 11(g)ne- Then

aLs(e; D) because aiffgn) a//p) for g G G and n G N.
To compute op5(<?;ypc;), assume without loss of generality that xz- Lm/ and

that yi lj • • • Ym with Yj L The definition of a/>iS gives

G/,,(^;y/X/) -^-X/(y/)(-ir(^ + p)m Pi,s(yiXi) •

a/

Thus Cz,j(^; L>) pi,s(D).

Let 6i(D) denote the r\ -radial component on A+ := {at : t > 0} of the

differential operator D G 11(g) ; that is, the unique differential operator on A+

satisfying

f{at'MD))=f(at\D)
for all / G D(G;x/) and * > 0. Proposition 4.1 immediately implies

4.2. COROLLARY. is an eigenfunction of the ri-radial component on
A+ of every K-invariant differential operator on G :

(4.26) o>4 VÖ)) PiAD(De 11(0)*, >0).
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We now write (4.26) explicitly in the case D is the Casimir operator

uj of g. Let B denote the Cartan-Killing form of gc (— <sp(l +«, C)). If
X, Y G #p(l, n), then

B(X, Y) 4(n + 2) 5R tr(X7)

where 5ft denotes the quaternionic real part : $iq ^ for q G H. The bilinear
form Bo(X,Y) := —B(X.6Y) is an inner product on g. Orthonormality will
be considered with respect to Be.

Let {Zj}JLl (m := 2ft2 + /î) and {Xpj}J^x (ß G {a, 2a}) be orthonormal
bases in m and in g^ respectively. Define X-pj —0(Xpj) for ß G {a, 2a}
and j l,..s,mp. Then {X-pj}^ is an orthonormal basis for Q-p, and

BiXp^X-pj) Moreover, for all ; =j 1,..., mß, Hp := [X^X^-] is
the unique element of a satisfying B(Hp,L) /3(L), i.e.

Ä/3 1 if ß a^ —J1— L with hp — s
8(rc + 2) \ 2 if ß 2a

Set Hi'=véw)' a unit vector in a- Then' if '=
we have (cf. [GaV], p. 132)

mL3

(4.27) lü — Lom + H\ +
/3G{o;,2a} 7=1

mß

ujm+H\+ mßHß + 2 ^
ße{a,2a} /5G{a,2a} 7=1

where

(4-28) -V. : ' VZ•2

1

7=1

Hence #

£ 2pL
^

/3{a,2a} 5(L'L)

from which we conclude

(4.29) „„M „,„<•*.) +
(J + ^:2"7 + ") I»(w.) + I-^L^(L, L) dl 8(72 + 2)
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To compute <5/(cu) we use Formula (4.27). Observe first that if / G D(G; xi)
and Y G il(î), then f(at\ Y) — jfXi(Y). Hence 6i(Y) jtXi(X)- In particular,

(4-30) ôi(wm) 7xi(wm)
•

di

Write

(4.31) Xßj Yßj + PßJ with Yßj

A standard computation (cf. e.g. [W2], p. 278) then gives for / G D(G;xi)
and t > 0

m-Dßj)coth + 4
1

T ^ Xi(YßJ2)f(at)
di smh (tß(L))

i.e.

(4.32) öi(Dßj)coWß(L))H0 +
1

T X/(^/) •

<7/ smh'(tß(L))

Notice that Xi(^aj) — 0 for all j 1,..., raa.
For h ij,k, let 17 denote the tangent vector at e to the 1-parameter

subgroup t h-> cost + h sin t in Sp(l). Explicit choices of the orthonormal
bases in m and g2a prove that

3
j

(4.33) xM~2 ^ XiWLj) ~
8fa 2) J] tr [rKF/V] •

As shown in [Tl], p. 381, there exists an orthonormal basis {vp}lp=_l in
Vi such that

ri(Yi)vp -2 ipvp

n(Yj)vp -ialp+lVp+x

ri(Yk)vp -alp+lvp+i + alpvp-X

where

alp:=[(l + p)(l~p +l)]1/a.
It follows that for /z ij, fc

(4.34) tr [r,(i-A)2] -—/</ + 1)(2/ + 1).

Identify A with R and L with ~ under the isomorphism t i—> exp(fL) at.
Formulas (4.27), (4.30) and (4.32)-(4.34) then prove the following proposition.
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4.3. PROPOSITION. Let ti be an irreducible unitary representation of K\

)f dimension 21 + 1. Then

1. The n-radial component of the Casimir operator uj is

S,M lA^{^+[<4"-1,co,h'+3'anl'15+^7+4'('+1)} '

2. For every s G C

(4.35) p,,s(u)
8(w

*+
2)

[4/(/ + 1) + - P2] •

3. For every s G C, f/io function 0,.v(0 C/,s(ßr) satisfies the differential

equation on (0, +oo)
4/(/ T 1) 2 2\

(4.36) m + [(4n - 1) coth t + 3 tanh t]u 3 — u (s — p u
cosh £

The substitution u(0 (cosh0~2/w(0 transforms the differential equation

(4.36) into the Jacobi differential equation (cf. [K2], p. 6)

(4.37) v" + [(An - 1) coth t + (4/ + 3) tanh t)v' (s2 - p2)^

with parameters a 2n — I and ß 2/ + 1. Here p := a A- ß A- 1 p + 2/.

The Jacobi function

(4.38) C~I,2,+1)(0:~ sinh2 r)

=F + —y + /; 2«; - sinh2 f

is the unique solution v to (4.37) satisfying v(0) 1, #(0) 0. (In (4.38),

F(a,b;c;z) denotes the analytic branch on C\[l,oo) of the hypergeometric

function.)
The r/-spherical function QiS is therefore explicitly given by

(4.39) Cifft) := Qffat) (cosht)21 ff2n'l^l\t)
(cosh t)21F ^ S

+ /, —— — + /; 2n; — sinh2 t
2 ' 2

Formula (4.39) has been previously determined by Takahaski ([T2], Formula

(7), p. 225) by direct integration of (3.23), using the following expression of
Xi in terms of Gegenbauer polynomials :

(4.40) xiif l) — C\i (^l)
s^n

if « cos
sin v

Formula (4.35) shows that piffu) is an even function of s which assumes

arbitrary complex values as s varies in C. The following corollary can
therefore be deduced from Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4.3.
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4.4. COROLLARY. The ri -spherical functions are exactly the functions
{0,5 • s G C} given by Formulas (3.24) and (4.39). Further, 0,5 satisfies

0,s(g) Q,s(g~l) for all g G G. Moreover, 0,5 Ci,s' if and only if s ±s'.

The functional equation (3.15) with g\ at and g2 — aT becomes (cf.
[T2], Théorème 1, p. 227)

poo
(4.41) Ci,s(f)Ci,s(r) / Ki(t, r, u)CijS(u)A(u) du

J o

where À is as in (1.7) and the kernel Kft.r.u) is defined as follows. Set

cosh2 t + cosh2 r + cosh2 u — 1

B —
2 cosh t cosh r cosh u

Then

(4.42) W,r,u):=
(cosh'crahTCOsh..)*-'

ï/7rr(2?2 — I (sinh t sinh r sinh u)4n~2

x F+ 2n2; 2« — 17(1 _ ß))

if 5 < 1, and Ki(t,t,u) :=0 if B>1. Using (4.39) and Formula (7.11)
in [K2], one can prove that (4.41) holds also outside our group-theoretical
setting for all / G R satisfying In — 1 > 21 > 0.

5. The positive definite tx -spherical functions

A continuous function on a locally compact group G is said to be

positive definite if for every / G Cc(G)

J J C(x~0.

G G

In this section we establish which among the Q,s are positive definite.

Let us first introduce some notation and recall some definitions. Let G be

a semisimple Lie group with finite center, and let K be a maximal compact
subgroup of G. $ and (C g) are the Lie algebras of G and K, respectively.
A (strongly continuous) representation T of G on a Banach space TC is

denoted by (T, T0. We may simply speak of the representation T if TC is

understood. Irreducibility for T always means topological irreducibility no
closed proper invariant subspaces). Let K denote the set of equivalence classes
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of finite dimensional irreducible representations of K. We say that r G K
occurs in T\k if there exists a finite dimensional T |j^ -invariant subspace V

of K so that (T\k, V) G r. The linear span of all these subspaces V is the

K -isotypic subspace of IK of type r, denoted IK(r). If dT is the dimension

of r and Xr is its character, then

is a continuous projection of IK onto IK(r). We set 3~Ck J2TeK ^(r)- ^ is

said to be K-finite if dim K(r) <00 for all r E K. A Hilbert representation

(J, IK) is said to be admissible if it is A-finite and if T\% acts on IK by

unitary operators.

A representation U of an (associative or Lie) algebra A on a C-vector

space E is denoted (U,E). The term A-module is also used. Irreducibility
for U always means algebraic irreducibility no proper invariant subspaces).

Let £q denote the set of equivalence classes of finite dimensional simple
démodulés. The sum of all simple de -submodules of E which are in the class
6 G de is denoted by E(6). (U,E) is said d-finite if dim£(<5) < 00 for all

Every K-finite irreducible representation (T, IK) of G induces a d-finite
irreducible representation (7V.K/A of ii(g) by differentiation. If, moreover,
IK is Hilbert and T is unitary, then 0 acts on K^ by skew-adjoint operators :

(TK(X)ip,iJj) — ((£, TK(X)ip) for all A G g and all G WK. Two A-finite
representations (T,IK), of G are said to be infinitesimally equivalent
if the representations (Tk,Kk), (T'k^'k) of *%) are equivalent.

Assume G is simply connected (which is the case for G Sp(l,«)). It is
a result of Harish-Chandra ([HCl], Theorem 9; see also [Wl], pp. 330-331)
that if (£/, S) is an algebraically irreducible d-finite representation of it(g)
and if S can be endowed with a positive definite Hermitian form (•, •) for
which g acts on (5, (•,•}) via skew-adjoint operators, then there is a unique
unitary irreducible representation f of G on the Hilbert completion IK of
S with respect to (•, •) so that 0iK S and TK U. We say in this
case that (U,S) - or simply S if U is understood - is unitarizable. If, in
particular, (U,S) (r^,K^)^ for a A-finite irreducible representation (T, K)
of G, then (T, K) and (T, K) are infinitesimally equivalent. The converse is
also obvious: if (T,K) is an irreducible A-finite representation of G which
is infinitesimally equivalent to a unitary Hilbert representation (f,K) of G,
then (Tk,Mk) is unitarizable.

K

<5Gdc and if E J2ôeîcE(6)
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As we are going to show, the 77 -spherical functions can be written as

< iM4 tr [E(TÙTitS(g)E(ri)]Lr
di di

for certain admissible irreducible Hilbert representations (7/^,3-C/^) of G

Sp(l,n) satisfying dimCK/jiS(t/) di (for the second equality see e.g. [HC2],
Lemma 1). The positive definite ("/> can then be selected by applying the

following theorem.

5.1. Theorem ([Sak], Theorem 3; [B], 1.4.8, p. 44). QyS is positive
definite if and only if (7/^, TC^S) is infinitesimally equivalent to a unitary
representation.

Realize 77 as a unitary representation on a (2/-f 1)-dimensional Hilbert

space Vi with inner product (•,•)/• F°r all s G C, define a representation 6^s

of P MAN on Vi by

6^s(matn) e~^~p^ri(m).

Consider the representation T'ls — Indof G Sp(l,«) : the representation

space is the Hilbert completion tK\ s of the set of the C°° functions
F : G —> V/ satisfying

-F(ffP) 8i,s(p~l)F(g) e{s~p),Ti(nTl)F(g), g e G, p matn G P,

with respect to the inner product

(FuF2)i= [ (Fl(kfF2(k))ldk.
Jk

G acts according to

{T'Us(g)F)(g')F(g-lg'),g,g'&G.

T[s is admissible, but need not be irreducible.

The following lemma is a straightforward generalization of the result in
Section 16, pp. 526-528, of [Go]. We therefore omit its proof.

5.2. LEMMA. For all l G N/2 and s G C, let denote the projection
of *Kij onto its K-isotypic subspace of type 77. Then

0M T tr[iAT/)r;')f(<7)].
di
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The composition series structure and unitarity for the Tjs have been

determined by Howe and Tan with infinitesimal methods. In [HT], the results

about the Tj s are deduced from those obtained for a certain family of

representations of Sp(l.n) x Hx which are equivalent to T'ls ®t^s. Here

Hx Rx Sp(l) denotes the group of quaternionic dilations, acting on the

space Vj of 77 according to

T/.VO I h\s~pT,(h/\h\).h Hx

5.3. Theorem ([HT], Theorem 5.6 and p. 58).

1. is equivalent as a U(g) -module to (fK\__s)k-

2. (JtJ s)k is a reducible il(f)-module if and only if s e Z, s 2(1 —n) + 1

(mod 2) and s £ (2/ — p -f 2. —21 + p — 2).

3. Suppose ÇKÏJx irreducible. Then (fi'l s)K is unitarizable if and only if
one of the following two cases occurs :

(a) s ii/f y G R.

(b) s G (21- p+ 2.-21 + p-2).
Case (b) corresponds to the complementaiy series for Sp(l, n). They exist if
and only if 21 < 2n — 1.

The fact that 77 occurs exactly once in T'ls\K for the irreducible T'ls is

known a priori ([Go], Corollary to Theorem 8, p. 522; [Dei], Theorem 3). The

explicit i^-module decomposition of (fit/ s.)^ in [HT], pp. 53-54, shows that

this is actually true for all the Tjs. The K-submodule of (JfS)K equivalent
to T} is the only element in the "fiber of -types" over the point (0,2/)
in Diagrams 5.10 and 5.14 of [HT]. It is contained in a unique subquotient
of T\s. which can then be located in the diagrams used to determine the

unitarizability of the various subquotients ([HT], pp.25 and 30). We therefore
obtain the following proposition.

5.4. PROPOSITION. Suppose (fif/7s)k is a reducible U($)-module and
assume s > 0. The irreducible subquotient of in which ri occurs is

unitarizable ifand only if s 2(l-n)+1 (mod 2) and 21 > s—p+An—2. That
is, ifand only if 21 > 2/z-l and s G {sj 2(l—n—j)+l : j 0, 1,... ; sj > 0}.

Let (7).5.fi{/..v) denote the subquotient representation of T\s corresponding
to the irreducible subquotient of (TCiJk in which 77 occurs. Then TLs is an
admissible Hilbert representation of Sp(l./z), and TLs(g)v T\s(g)v for all
v G yi'i s(ri). Lemma 5.2 yields
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5.5. COROLLARY. Let E(r{) denote the projection of T£/}J onto the

K-isotypic subspace of type Ti, Then

(5-43) 0A9)=fmr,)TUg)].
di

is infinitesimally equivalent to a unitary representation if and

only if the corresponding irreducible subquotient of (jK'l s)k is unitarizable.
The following theorem is thus a consequence of Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 and

of Proposition 5.4.

5.6. THEOREM. is positive definite if and only if one of the

following cases occurs:

1. s — iv, v ^ R.

2. If 21 > In — 1 : its jy := 2(1 — n — j) + 1 /or integers j > 0 so //zotf

Sj > 0. (discrete series)

3. If 21 < 2n — 1 : s G (2/ — p + 2, — 2/ -f p — 2). (complementary series)

The situation for s real and nonnegative is represented in Figure 6.1.

6. The t/-Abel transform

Proposition 3.2 proves that the 77-Abel transform is a *-homomorphism
of T>(G;xi) int0 the convolution algebra D+(R) consisting of the even C°°
functions on R with compact support. The main theorem of this section states

that the 77-Abel transform is also a bijection of T)(G;xù onto D+(R), and

gives a formula for its inverse.

Identify A with R under the map 11—> at. Restriction to A then identifies

^iG'iXi) with D_j_(R). Let D([l,oo)) denote the set of the compactly
supported C°° functions on [l,oo) (right differentiability at 1 is considered).
Define a map H by

(Hf)(cosht) :=f(at) =f(t)
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Figure 6.1

Positive definite QyS for real 5 > 0

for / G V(G;xi)' Lemma 2 and its corollary in [Rou] imply

6.1. LEMMA. H is a bijection of D(G;xO onto D([l,oo)).

For every /x G C with üftp, > 0, the Weyl fractional integral transform of
(p G D([l, 00)) is defined by

00

(6.44) Wu</>(x) =7— / tp(u)(u - y)m_1 du, [1, oo).
HM) J

X

Analytic continuation of to ïfyx < 0 is obtained via repeated integration
by parts of (6.44) : for every integer m > 0

oo
(—\)m r dmuD

u) / —- dx.
Tip, + m) J dxm
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For every integer m > 0, the Gegenbauer transform (of dimension 4) of
(p G D([l,oo)) is defined by

oo

(6.45) Gm<p(u) f- [<p(x) Clm- u2)^xdx,m[1,oo),m+1 J Vx/
u

where

(6.46) C^(y) (m + l)F(-m,M + 2;

is the Gegenbauer polynomial of indices (l,m) (cf. e.g. [E + ], 3.15 (3)).

6.2. Lemma ([Kl], Theorem 3.2; [Dea], Formulas (28) and (29)).
1. For every /jl G C, L a bijection of D([l,oo)) onto itself The

inverse mapping of A W_M.
2. For every integer m > 0, Qm is a bijection of T)([l,oo)) onto itself

The inverse mapping of Qm is given by

oo

(6.47) g-U^) -2^+1)? /^<«>c» <*»

for all f G D([l, oo)) a// x G [1, oo).

6.3. THEOREM. The Ti-Abel transform is a bijection of D(G;x/) onto

D_|_(R). It can be written as the composition

(2<j
At ~2 H~l O oQ2loH,

dl

and its inverse is given by

Moreover, the support of the restriction to A R off G T)(G;xù ^ contained

in [—R,R] if and only if the support of Af is contained in [—R,R].

Proof Identify the set of pure quaternions w i b + j c -f- k d G H with
R3, and EL-1 with R4(n_0 If z G W~l, then —[z,z] |z|2 is the square
of the Euclidean norm of z in R4("~l). For at G A and n n{w,z) G A we
have

(atn)00 cosh t + e\w + \\z\2).

Let / G T)(G;x/). Applying Lemma 3.3 and Formulas (1.5), we obtain
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Jj'eP' J/(«f") dn
1

N

N

1
t [ [ (coshf+ e'(w+ \

d?£ J J *\\ cosht +e'(w + \\z\2)\J
R40.-1) R3

x Hf(\cosh

1/ [ [ci( cosht+je^\
iif J J 2'A[(cosh f + ^e'\z\2)2+ e2r\w\2p J

R4(m — 1 R3

x H/([(coshr+ \+ e2'\w\2]î) dzdw

(by Formula (4.40))

4"-' f f!/ cosh t_+ |X|2 \
df J J 2'V[(coshf+ |X|2)2+ \Y\2]iJ

R4(»-l) R3

x ///([(coshI + |X|2)2 + |F|2]ï)

(by substituting X ^e^z, Y éw)

CO CO

2P 7r2"-' f f! / cosh t + \
d2r(2rt — 2) J J 21\ [(cosh t + r2)+ ï /0 0

x ///([(cosh t+r2)2 +s2]ï) r4n~5s2 dsdr

(by passing to spherical coordinates in R4(" '' and in R3)
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df T(2n - 2)
cosh/

oo oo

/ h - }Hf([u2 +s2]ï)s2 ds
[u2 + S2]i

x (u — cosh t)2n~3 du

(by setting u cosh t + r2

(6.48)

22n 7r2n~1

^3r(2^z - 2)
cosh /

CM - )Hf(x)(x2 - u2)ïxdx (u — cosh t)2n 3

(by setting x — [u2 + s2] 2

i.e.

(27r)2(" -1)
(GuHf)(u) (" — cosh t)2n 3 du

d?Y(2n- 1)
cosh t

(27r)2(n~l)^2 W2„-2&////(coshr)
di

(27r)2(n-l)
(#-J w2„_2 g2; /f/)(o,

42

(27r)2^~^
Ai —^ C£T1 o W2„_2 o g2/ o ff).d2

The inversion formula immediately follows from Lemma 6.2.

The restriction to A R of / G T>(G;x/) has its support supp/
contained in [—/?,/?] if and only if supp///" c [l,cosh/?]. Moreover, if
supp<^ C [l,cosh/?], then suppW^, suppQm(p and supp Q~lip are also

contained in [ 1, cosh /?]. The last statement then follows from the formulas

for Ai and AT1,
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The n-spherical transform of / G D(G;xz) is the function// on C defined

by

G

Let Si : f I—» // denote the 77 -spherical transform, and let T denote the

Fourier-Laplace transform on R. Formulas (3.20) and (3.22) yield

Let TC^(R) denote the set of even functions h on C which are entire

rapidly decreasing functions of exponential type R : for every integer N > 0

there is a constant Cn > 0 so that

\Ks)\ < CN(1 + |5|)-weR|Ks| for all s C

Set TC+(R) := UR>0 3K^_(R). Theorem 6.3 and the Paley-Wiener Theorem for
the Fourier-Laplace transform of even functions on R prove the following
theorem.

6.4. THEOREM (Paley-Wiener Theorem). The t\ -spherical transform is a

bijection of D(G; \i) onto Jf+(R). Moreover, the restriction of f G T){G\xi)
to A R has support in [—7?,/?] if and only if j) G CK+(R).

We conclude this section by observing that the 77 -Abel transform is related,
as one should expect, to the Abel transform of [K2], §5.

Reversing the order of integration and substituting x coshr and
u coshw;, we obtain from (6.48)

(6.49) Si To Ai.

00

(6.50)

where

/
x (cosh w - cosh t)2n 3 sinh w dw

Substituting also y
cosh t — cosh w
coshr — cosh?

and setting

7(F t)
coshr — cosh?

2 cosh r
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we get from Formula (6.46)

A/(f, r) yft K\ sinh(2r)(cosh r — cosh t)2n~ 2 (cosh r)2
1

x J c\i0 - 27(?j r)y)y2(l - _y)2"~3(l - 7 dy

0

Vl(2l + 1)£) sinh(2T)(cosh t — cosh02n-^(coshr)2
1

X / +21,-21--y)2n~3(\
0

If we now apply the relation ([E+], 2.9(2))

(6.51) F(a,b;c;z) (1 — z)c~a~bF{c — a, c — b\c\z)

and Bateman's Formula ([E+], 2.4(2))

l

(6.52) F (a, b\ c\z) —- [ Xs'_1(1 - x)c~s~lF(a} b\ s\xz) dx
T(s)T(c -s) J

o

for îîc > > 0,z ^ 1, | arg(l — z)\ <7r,
we finally obtain

(6.53) Alitor) -L sinh(2r)(coshr — cosht)2n~^(coshr)«
2r(2^ — 2)

x F(IThe comparison of Formula (6.53) with the kernel r) in [K2],
Formula (5.60), gives

(6.54)

Al{t'T) 11? G)2" ^^'(co
2"4'C;(cosh r)-2' A2n-iyi+i(t,t)

where we have set

^
1 1 (7r\2n 1

(6'55) 1:=2(27+l)2 (4) r(2
'
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7. The Plancherel Formula

Let L/ denote the differential operator

cP d 4/(/ +1)
(7.56) U —? + [(4n - 1) coth t + 3 tanh f] — 4 -y—v y dt2 dt cosh f

Proposition 4.3, Part 3, and Formula (4.39) prove that the restriction to A R

of the 77 -spherical function QiS is the unique solution to the differential

equation

(7.57) L,u--(s2-p2)u

satisfying n(0) 1 and w'(0) 0. If s is not an integer, two linearly

independent solutions of (7.57) are also the functions <J>/ ±V defined by

(7.58) <S>i,±s(.t) (2 cosh t)±i~pF( 5; 1- tanh2 r).

Q^s is an even function of 5 G C. Therefore if s G C \ Z there exists a

constant ci(s) so that

(7.59) Ci,s ci(s)®ijS + ci(-s)Q>i -s.

Formula 2.9(33) in [E + ] gives ci(s) explicitly as the meromorphic function

T(2n)T(s)
(7.60) a(s) 2p~

r(^ + /)r(^ -1)
The function c\ determines the Plancherel measure for the 77- spherical
transform. We immediately give the information that will make this measure

explicit.
On the domain S {s G C : SRs > 0}, the function ci(s) has a simple

pole at 5 0 and, if 21 > 2n — 1, cj(s) also has simple zeros at the points
of the set

(7.61) Di m {sj 2(l-j+l)-p 2(/-j-n)+l : j 0,1,... and sj > 0}

The singularity of c/_1 at —sj can be removed by setting

Res T(-s)
Ci(-sj) :=2P+Sj

}

(7 62) =2P+S'(1Y
U2,n)r(2(( - n + 1) -j)

-n-j+i))
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Since

Res
S=S;

1

2"

we obtain from (7.62)

(7.63)

c-iy H2/+1-J)
r(2n)r(2(/ -n-j)+l)T(j+l) '

Res
S=S;

1

Setting a
factorials

as

(7.64) Res

Ci(s)Ci(-s)

2n -

2~2p T(j + 2n) T{2l+l-j)
:[2(Z — n—j) + I].

r(2n)2 r(/+l) r(2(/-n-;) + l)'
1, we can rewrite these residues in terms of the shifted

(ß)ö •— Q.(ci -{- 1) • • • (ö "f Q — 1)

1

_a(s)ci(-s)

Moreover, if ieR, then <•/(. -j'.v)

2-2p

2~2p 12(7— nr-11
(/ + l)q(2(/ — n + 1) —7)0~ (al)2

(7.65) \cl(is)\-I
7tT(2n)2

s sinh(7T5')

ci(is) and

/ p + isr - + 1)
p + is -I-I

We have let the parameter / range in the set N/2. Nevertheless, the explicit
formulas for the functions Q^s, Ot)S and ci allow us to consider / as a complex
variable. Indeed, Formulas (4.39), (7.58) and (7.60) show, respectively, that

for every fixed te R, is holomorphic in (/. s) e C2, for fixed t > 0,
is holomorphic in (/, 5) G C2, and that ci(s) is an entire function of I e C

and a meromorphic function of se C.
Because of Remark 2.3 and Formula (1.6), for every / G 2)(G; x/) we

have

(7.66) fl(s) Ci / f(at)QtS(f)A(f) dt

where Q is given by (6.55) and/(0 :=f(at). Formula (7.66) can be employed

to define /) for every / G C and every / G D+(R). Morera's Theorem then

implies that ft(s) is a holomorphic function of (/, 5) G C2.

Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 in [Kl] prove:
1. For each r > 0 there is a constant Kr> 0 such that

(7.67) |G(4P < ^(l + kl) 5

if > 0 and ci(sf) ^ 0 for \s' — s\ < r.
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2. For each <5 > 0 there is a constant Ks > 0 such that

(7.68) |<A-,(0! <

if $ls > 0 and t > 6 > 0.

3. There exists a constant K > 0 such that

10,5(01 < £(1 + 0e(|Kî|_p)'

for all t > 0 and all sGC.
L/ is a symmetric operator on the space L2(A(t)dt) of functions on (0, oo)

which are L2 -integrable with respect to the measure A(t)dt. Greeen's Formula
and Equation (7.57) satisfied by give for every /, s C and / G 2)+(R)

(Llf)f(s)(s2 -
where Lj Li o • • o L/. Note that, for k > 2n, Lnf(t) A(t) is continuous and

s ^
n times

compactly supported on [0, oo). If supp/ C [—R,R], then (7.68) gives

poo
(7.69) |(s2 - P2)"f,(s)\</ < Ce^R

Jo

for some constant C > 0. The above estimates allow us to conclude: for
every r > 0 and <5 > 0 there exists a constant Krj > 0 so that

(7.70) /z(/x + ÏV)- < KTi6{ 1 + Iß+ i]y\fn-2-2ne(R-t)ß-pt
Ciifl + w)

if /i > 0, ci(s') 0 for — Q& + w)\ < r, and £ > 5 > 0.
Let Di be as in (7.61), and set

max Di 2(1 - n) K I if 21 > 2n - 1

0 otherwise.

Fix jjl\ > jUo and define for t > 0

Mo :=

)/V(0
9 r [ //(Mi + zV)0/ Mr;v(0 — p—2ttC/ 7 ^ c/(M! + iv)

where Q is given by (6.55). Observe that the integrand is a meromorphic
function of fi + w G C with singularities given by those of c^-1. Because of
(7.70), Cauchy's Theorem gives

+ oo

(7-71) (f/);V(0 G?^ [+/ 7(M + ïV)<t>; _M_,V(0
du

27rC, 7 p c,(/Li + zz/)

for every p > p0.Letting p—> +co, we find that (/));v (0 0 for ; > /?.
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7.1. THEOREM (Inversion formula, first form). For every l G C,

/ G T)+(R) and t > 0

(7.72) /(0 (f/)zv(0-

Proof. Since (Z))^ is an entire function of /, it is enough to establish

(7.72) when 0 < 2/ < 2n — 1. In this case, (7.71) holds also for /jl 0. We

then have to prove that for all t > 0

oo

°'73) m
— oo

The method of Gangolli-Helgason-Rosenberg applies to this purpose without
essential modifications. We therefore only sketch the proof, and refer to [Ros]
and to [GV], §6.6, for the details.

Endow D(R) with the usual inductive limit topology, and consider T)+(R)
with the induced topology. Then the assignment

oo

m - jic, I^ /eI,+(R)'
— oo

defines a distribution T on D+(R). As in the case of K-bi-invariant functions,
it is possible to show that T is indeed a measure, and hence there is a constant
C so that

(7.74) Tf Cf(e) for all / G T+(R)

If / G T)+(R), so does its generalized translate

poo

Trf(t) / f(u)Ki(t, t, u)A(u) du
Jo

where the kernel Ki(t, r, u) is as in (4.42). Trf satisfies Trf(t) T/(r),
Tof =f and, because of (4.41),

(A/)/A(4 0,V)//(A s, e C, r G R

Since 7)/(0) /(t), Formula (7.72) follows from (7.73) provided C — 1,

which can be proven true in the same lines of [Ros], p. 147.
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7.2. THEOREM (Inversion formula, second form). Let Di be the set defined

by Formula (7.61) if 21 > 2n-l and D{ =m otherwise. Let Q be the constant

in (6.55). For every f G T>(G;xù an<^ 9 G,

1

(7.75) f(9)
1

.v,eo,
S=| C/( .S )C/( -

fiCjXi,Sj(g)

+
27rC,

ds

|c/(w)|2

Proof. Fix fi> (io, and let yR be the rectangular contour of vertices ±iR
and fiLlR. Integrating the function

1 ft(s)<bt s(t)
(7.76)

along *yR and letting R

2-KCI ci(s)

oo, we obtain from (7.70), (7.61) and Theorem 7.1

SjÇLDi

Res
s=Sj Ci(s)

fiVj)
1

27TC,i J

r+°° - ds

ci(is)

for all t > 0. Equation (7.59) therefore proves the claim for g at, t > 0,
and hence for all t by continuity and evenness of the functions on both sides

of (7.75). Formula (7.75) thus holds for arbitrary g G G because of (2.14)
and (3.24).

Since QyS (Ls, the usual trick of replacing / with /* */ in (7.75)
evaluated at g gives the Plancherel formula.

7.3. THEOREM (Plancherel Theorem). Di and Q be as in Theorem

7.1. Define a measure ai on zR+ UD/ by

1

(7.77) g(s) dofs) ~ ^/R_j_ UD/
sjC_Di

Res
>'=V <'.( v)Q( .V)

gVj)

+
l

g(is)
ds

2nCi J0 |q(w)P
'

Let L2{G\xi) denote the closure ofT)(GinL2(G), and let be
the space of L2 -integrable^functionson!R+ U D, with respect to the measure
dai. Then the map f ^ fiextendsto an isometric isomorphism of L2(G\ xt)
onto L2(doi) :

(7.78) [f(g)\2dg= /
G 7/R+UD/
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The techniques employed to prove the inversion formula (that is, Koorn-
winder's analytic continuation argument and the change of contour of integration)

are the same used in [Shi] for the case of Hermitian symmetric pairs.
Our choice of this method of proof is motivated by the propaedeutic nature
of this paper. In fact, the computations involved in the proofs presented above

are very much in the spirit of those required for the decomposition of the
canonical representations in [DP].

We just mention a few alternative methods. First of all, because of Formula
(7.74) and Part 3 of Proposition 4.3, the spectral theorem for the 77-spherical
transform can be deduced from the spectral theorem for the differential operator
L/ (see (7.56)) on a suitable domain in L2(A(t)dt) on which it is self-adjoint.
The latter theorem can be classically determined as an application of the Weyl-
Titchmarsh Theorem. A second method is obtained observing the relation,
ensured by Formula (4.39), between the 77 -spherical transform and the Jacobi

transform. Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 of [K2] are then quickly translated to our
situation. Finally, observe that Koornwinder's method with the Abel transform

can also be applied directly here because of Formula (6.54).
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